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REAL-TIME EARLY DETECTION
AND ALERT SYSTEM
For online terrorist content based on Natural Language
Processing, Social Network Analysis, Artificial
Intelligence and Complex Event Processing
“RED-Alert involves a lot more than a computer recognizing certain words. The
technology we are building will be able to process massive amounts of unstructured
data – such as social media posts – in order to identify meaningful relationships
and spot potential threats”
Jennifer Woodard, CEO of Insikt Intelligence

“This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation Programme under grant agreement No 740688 ”.

www.redalertproject.eu

The Vision of
RED-Alert
RED-Alert's vision is to
develop and validate
a real-time system able to
facilitate the timely
identification of terrorismrelated
content by
summarizing large volumes of
data from social media and
other online sources.

Social Network Analysis
Terrorism has its own frame and structure. As all organizations
that consist of many individuals and conduct several tasks, the
actions of terrorists are driven by a hierarchical background.
However, in several cases, this hierarchy is hidden and build up in
a self-organized way.
"social Network Analysis", aims to provide tools and software
solutions for handling relational data.
Algorithms are being implemented for revealing hierarchical
structures from flat databsets. The resulting solutions of Social
Network Analysis construct new networks from input data:
either from co-occurrence statistics or from directed networks
containing loops. Furthermore, quantitative measures are
calculated for characterizing the similarity of any network to an
ideal hierarchical structure.
Because Social Network Analysis works with topological and
statistical information, it does not need to have access to raw data,
all input can be fully anonymized. The resulting solution is
compatile with the new data protection directives (GDPR)
by design.

CEP Inference Mechanism
Specific mini-CEP (Complex Event Processing) applications are
being implemented for the RED-Alert scenarious / use-cases.
Event patterns are being developed by two methods:
1. By domain experts
2. By ML techniques
The implemented mini-CEPs are able to query past events and to
handle the querying results, so it is able to compare current and
historical states and to reason over time and space, which are two
current limitations of existing semantic CEP tools.

System Specifications & Architecture
On May 2018 WP1: "System Specifications & Architecture" was closed by
submitting D1.7: "System Architecture" to the EC.
The Purpose of this document is to define the reference architecture of the
RED-Alert system using an innovative, open and generic approach that introduces
the concepts and tools for the scalable, standardized, modular integrated solution
to be delivered during the project.

Privacy, Visualization and Meta-Learning
WP5: "Privacy, Visualization and Meta-Learning" deals with the development
of a number of deliverables, namely an anonymization tool, a visualization tool
and a meta-learning tool. The anonymization tool takes as input all incoming
data and removes the possibility of an individual from being identified
from the anonymized data. This is achieved by using a combination of
well-known privacy defenition such as k-anonymity, t-closeness, l-diversity and
differential privacy. On the other hand, the visualizationtool is the last module of
the RED-Alert solution and the first interface that the user can interact with to
identify terrorist organization and indivduals.
The visualization tool provides a platform for a graphical representation of a
social network. It makes use of the colour, size, shape and opacity of a node in
the netwirk along with colour and size of edges in a network to highlight node
characteristics.
These characteristics are defined using the key components of the RED-Alert
solution such as NLP, SNA and CEP, but in order to keep the tool adaptable
to newly identified words and network dynamics, the meta learning tool
developed under this WP triggers regular updates thus improving the efficiency
of the RED-Alert solution.

4th Technical Meeting in Bucharest, July 2018
The RED-Alert project has recently completed its first year (May 2018), the consortium
members held a technical meeting between July 3-5, 2018, in oder to present the
advancements made along the first year by the partners.
The meeting was held in Bucharest, Romania and gathered together technical partners,
academic partners and the ICT.
Demo of the components, that will be part of the RED-Alert system were prepared for:
NLP (Natural Language Processing) components
SNA(Social Network Analysis)
CEP(Complex Event Process)
First results of the RED-Alert integrated solution (central portal)
Data Anonymizations Tool
All features and enhancements were discuddes along with questions / dilemmas from the
partners, having in mind the correlation with D1.7: "System Architecture" completed May 2018.
A first prototype of the web portal was presented, covering the designed workflow foreseen
in the architecture. The technical framework considered for the central platform managed by
SIVECO Romania uses: JHipster, Angular, Bootstrap for Main UI, Apache ServiceMix
(ESB), RedHat Keycloack (UIDAM), RedHat jBPM (Workflow), and MySQL (Database).
A specific topic treated during this technical meeting was the procedures and the next steps
to be followed for EU-Restricted documents and H2020 wthics provisions.

SPP in ISS World Europe
During June 5-7, 2018 Serviciul de Protecţie Şi Pază attended ISS World Europe
to be updated with the latest technologies and methodologies in the fight against cyber
crime and presented the relevant to RED-Alert project to the conference participants.
ISS World Europe is one of the largest atherings of Regional Law Enforcement, Intelligence,
Homeland Security and Financial Crime Investigators.
ISS World Programs present methodologies and tools for Law Enforcement, Government
and Private Sector Intelligence Communities in the fight against drug trafficking, cyber
money laundering, terrorism and other criminal activities conducted on the internted
and social media.
This was a great opportunity for networking with other practitioners, scientists, industry
representatives, and also as a training event from a LEA point of view, with great relevance
for Red-Alert project.

1st International Workshop on Research & Innovation
for Secure Societies - RISS 2018
On June 15, 2018, SPP and SIVECO participated at the 1st International Workshop
on Research & Innovation for Secure Societies - RISS 2018.
The workshop was a component of COMM 2018 International Conference,
an event which brings together academies and industry professionals from universities,
government agencies and companies to present their achievements in communication
technology and related fields.
The workshop, organized by SPP, in collaboration with the Polytechnic University of
Bucharest, aimed to bringtogether researchers from academia and industry, end-users,
law-enforcing agencies and citizen groups to share experiences and explore multi - and interdisciplinary areas where additional
research and development are needed,
identify possible collaboration and consider
the social impact of such technologies.

ICT's 18th International Conference on
Counter-Terrorism
The RED-Alert project was represented by three partners during ICT's 18th World Summit:
International Conference on Counter-Terrorism, which took place during Septmber 3-6, 2018
Dr. Jennifer Woodard, INSIKT CEO, and Mr. Yaniv Azani, MOPS-INP Chief Technology
Officer presented their organizations' involvement in the project during the workshop:
"Counter-Terrorism & Emerging Technologies: AI, Crypto, and Big Data"

"Every investegiation that involves 5+ actors, results in 5-10 terabytes of
data to analyse. Big data fusion often allows us to identify new actors
and organizations that we did not know were connected otherwise".
- Mr. Yaniv Azani

"AI is our best weapon in taking down ISIS content. We're trying to
teach machines torecognize this content, so that people can take down
this content. We are possibly missing 90% of extremist content out there
due to data scarcity".
- Dr. Jennifer Woodard

RED-Alert consortium members are experts in a verity of
fields from academy and technology to law enforcement

"In the past, VIP security measures were generally based on a defensive approach, waiting for a
threat to appear and then reacting.
Nowadays, as threat vectors are always evolving, they arrive in multiple forms and from a verity
of directions, including social channels, an integrated protection system must be adopted.
Often a VIP "persona" is considered controversial to certain individuals or groups,
including criminal or terrorist organisations. As part of the integrated protection
system, threats analysis must contain all the relevant facts about individuals
who pose a likely threat.

"

PhD. Eng. Razvan Roman, Protection and Guard Service, Romania

"We have entered a time in which social media channels are being increasingly used by terrorist
groups for recruiting, training and communicating with their supporters as it is cheaper, easier,
faster and a more effective method of communication.
Real-time intervention is needed NOW!
The advent of social media and mobile technologies has increased the need to better
understand these networks and their high-risk subpopulations.
Maven7 provides network analysis, IT solutions and scientific background for
the RED-Alert project to understand the operations of high-risk groups and to
being able to intervene in terrorist activities as soon as possible

"

Andras Vicsek, CEO, CO-Founder of Maven7

SIVECO Romania, the project coordinator of
REDAlert, develops and exports software
products and consultancy projects with high
added value to more than 27 countries in the
world, being the only Romanian software company
that provides IT services directly to the European
Commission organizations

MITLA is a not-for-profit association established in
Malta. MITLA was set up in 2014 and presently
counts more than 200 members most of which are
C-suite executives which hail from the legal,
professional and technical professions based in
Malta.

Birmingham City University is a modern
publicly funded university based in
Birmingham, Britain’s second largest city, with
1,700 teaching staff and 24,000 students from
80 countries around the world.

Information Catalyst (ICE) is a UK SME.
Founded in the late 1990s ICE started as a
specialist consultancy assisting partners on
commercial, RTD, software development
and RDI activity.

The International Institute for CounterTerrorism (ICT) at the Interdisciplinary Center
(IDC) Herzliya is among the leading academic
institutes for counter-terrorism in the world.
Founded in 1996, ICT has rapidly evolved into
a highly esteemed global hub for
counterterrorism research, policy
recommendations and education.

The Counter-Terrorism Command (SO15) is
responsible for countering the threat from
terrorism and related activities on behalf of the
MPS. This involves a range of operational
activity, including proactive intelligence-led
operations and reactive investigations,
support to the intelligence services in gathering
and assessing intelligence, and engagement
with a range of partners to prevent terrorist
related activity.

Insikt Intelligence’s mission is use complex data
technologies to create easy-to-use tools for
helping Law Enforcement Agencies gain vital
intelligence from digital sources.

ELTE is Hungary’s most prestigious university with
the richest traditions and the highest international
rankings in the country. It became a Research
University in 2010 and received the distinguished
title of University of National Excellence in 2013.

The Protection and Guard Service (SPP) is a state
body with functions in the field of national
security, specialized in providing protection for
the Romanian dignitaries, the foreign dignitaries
during their stay in Romania, and their families,
within its legal competence.

IntuView is a leading developer and provider of
semantic text-analytic solutions for unstructured
text that combine cutting-edge ontology-based
technology with document exploitation.

City University London (CITY) is one of the
premier educational institutions in the heart of
the City of London with an estimated 23,000
undergraduate and postgraduate students and
more than 5000 academic staff members.

The Israel National Police (INP) is subordinate to
the Ministry of Public Security (MOPS). The
responsibilities of INP cover all police work
aspects from the local through the national levels.
The INP Cyber Crime Unit is a leading factor in
responding to cyber-crime threats, including
investigations of the high-level cyber-crimes in the
country.

Maven7 was founded in 2009 by a group of
visionaries who shared a mutual interest in
networks, among whom are globally acclaimed
scientists Albert-László Barabási, a pioneer of
real-world network theory, and Tamás Vicsek, a
successful physicist doing computational and
experimental research on the structure and
evolution of complex networks.

The State Protection and Guard Service is a state
institution with tasks in the field of national
security, specialized in providing protection for
the Moldovan dignitaries, the foreign dignitaries
during their stay in the Republic of Moldova,
and for their families, as well as in providing
guard for the dignitaries’ work places and
residences.

The Guardia Civil is an armed institution of
military nature, whose point of reference and
origin is the Spanish people. The Guardia Civil
“raison d’être” is the protection of citizens,
their property and assets, and its core mission
consists in ensuring the full exercise of rights
and freedoms.
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